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Distributed feedback (DFB) semiconductor lasers are the workhorses of optical

communications providing single wavelength and narrow linewidth opticalsources for
demanding dense wavelengthdivision multiplexing applications. The theory of DFBlasers is
well understood withmany excellenttexts devoted to the subject [1].Correspondingly most
commercial simulation tools include somesupport for DFB laser design. Despite the advanced
state of DFB lasertheory and modeling, optical component manufacturing companies face
challengesmass producing DFB lasers.Small processing variations can have a large effect on
device yield. DFBlaser designers must take thesesmall processing variationsinto
consideration when working on a design, ensuring that device performance is robust across the
largest region of manufacturing fluctuations. This paper focuses on three current challenges
associated with manufacturing DFB lasers: 1) analyzing DFB laser performance asfunction of
grating/facet phase, 2) including gain coupled grating effects, and 3) allow the simple
extraction of DFB laser parameters from experimental data.

DFB lasers are described by the usual laser rate equations for the forward and backward
fields [1]:
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whereEo is the forward/backward propagatingfield, vg is the groupvelocity,g is the carrier
dependent effective gain,- is the carrier dependent effective refractive index,4 is the effective
field coupling,L is the cavity length, and>o is the front/rear facetreflectivity. Usually4 and
>o are taken to be real. However these coefficients are morelikely to becomplex with
variations in the imaginarypartsstrongly effecting the laser performance.

The first challenge come from the misalignment of the grating plane with the facet plane
resulting in a grating/facet phase mismatch (Fig. 1). This can me modeling as complex using
complex values of>o. Stability of the selectedbragg mode depends on therelative
grating/facet phase mismatch [2]. A laser may designed topick onebragg mode based on a
single facet/grating phase valueonly to yield poorly inmanufacturing as the facet phase varies
across a bar. Theability to sweep the grating/facet phaseover all possible values and calculate
laser properties is sorely needed.

The second challenge arises from using gain coupled gratings. Gain coupled gratings have
been demonstrated as a means of achievinghigh single modeyield, while also providing other
advantages, such ashigh intrinsic bandwidth and improved reflection immunity. Small
changes in the gain coupling can change laser characteristics dramatically (Fig. 2). Gain
coupling can easily be included with a complex4 term in the rate equations. Again theability



to investigate laser performance as a function of gain coupling isdesired.
The third challenge is a self consistent way of determining the optimal laserparameters

from an existing working design. Sometimes a few devices of a given design work while the
restfail. Because of process variations the true values of the working devices may be far from
the intended value. Using the measured data from these devices to calculate the true laser
parameters [3] canpoint to the correct designspace and decrease the design time required.
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Fig. 1: Misalignment of the grating plane with the facet plane results in a grating/facet
phase mismatch. This can me modeling as complex using complex values of>o. Etching into
the active region results in gain coupling which can be modeled with complex values for4.

Fig. 2: Measured 10 Gbit/sdirectly modulated eyes of gain coupled DFB lasers. Re�4 ,
as measured from the stopband, isroughly equal. However Im�4  is larger for the left eye than
the right eye. All othermeasured laser parameters aresimilar.


